We investigate universe expansion models as functions of emission frequency ratio decline rather than redshift z, using the latest on-line, self-consistent data from 192 supernovae. We present results for simpler and some current models of cosmology, including those with dark energy (standard model) and a recent model correcting for the effect of a small time-dependent, emission frequency increase with lookback. This new model, with a gentle lookback decline of the Planck constant, and the standard model fit the data with similar confidence according to Bayesian Information Criteria. The standard model tends towards solutions high in matter density while remaining flat, but models without dark energy tend towards dilute universes with significant spacetime and curvature and a smaller Hubble constant. We conclude the normalized spacetime parameter, k , should not be ignored and it includes the combined contributions of huge spacetime magnitude and curvature.
the character of the standard model extending to current matter densities and are problematic [24] . To address this we recently proposed a quantitative model describing emissions slowly decreasing in frequency with advancing time while displaying a very slight uncoupling from energy [40] . We did this without knowledge of similar, qualitative proposals by astronomers for emission bluing with increasing lookback time [27] . Another study presented data that light from distant SNe Ia and resident galaxies are both bluer than recent explosions [15] , which hints at a smaller value for Planck's constant in a younger universe.
The history and fate of our expanding Universe has intrigued many people for many decades [25] , and for crude solutions, estimates of the average matter density, spacetime curvature and the intergalactic expansion rate are all required. These are only obtained from astronomical observations and recent technical advances have enhanced the data quality. Within the decade, light from SNe Ia has been used to gauge ancient galactic distances with corresponding redshifts. The SNe Ia result from thermonuclear explosions of Chandrasekhar-mass white dwarves fed by large pools of nearby gases [29] . These are considered good standard candles for distance determination since the explosions are triggered at a unique critical mass with enormous and uniform energy release and predictable spectral evolution, allowing estimates of both distances and spacetime expansion [19] . The data show Hubble's law approximately correct within narrow limits for nearby events and the Universe matter density currently to be well below critical [21] .
Researchers have also announced our Universe is expanding at a greater rate than past epochs [33, 34] . This is unexpected since General Relativity suggests spacetime expansion will gradually slow due to the constant "tug" of gravity. One popular model includes a term for spontaneous energy from the vacuum of outer space, driving a steadily increasing universe expansion; an interesting idea first suggested by Einstein and rekindled by others [7, 8] and fits recent data fairly well [1, 2, 10] . Other models have been suggested to explain the data [27] . The presence of considerable dust between us and older SNe Ia is one possible explanation for the dimmer, distant supernovae [13] and a version of this dusty explanation fits the data as well as the currently favored standard model [20] . Another explanation may be that the SNe Ia explosion itself has been evolving through time, though thought unlikely by nearly all [19] ; such might require violation of E = mc 2 . Initial investigations have been made of possible color evolution of the emission spectrum of SNe Ia; but are inconclusive [11] .
An almost universal convention is the historical use of the redshift, z in cosmology, which does not allow full examination of emission frequency models with SNe Ia data through terms in z ≈ 1. We address this problem using emission frequency ratios and then derive simple and general solutions for Universe expansion tests according to FRW. Frequency ratio decline is also mentally convenient because it mirrors the spacetime expansion factor. We examine several models using the self-consistent data of 192 SNe Ia distances with associated redshifts [12, 36, 44] about z ≈ 1 and find our new model fits the data as well as the current standard model. Models which minimize the normalized spacetime-curvature parameter, k , do not always correlate with the data as well as those which allow a significant value for k . We interpret this to mean that spacetime is very large and while spacetime curvature seems nearly absent some small positive curvature is present, completely consistent with a prediction by Einstein [14] .
Theory
We introduce ξ as the ratio of observed frequency to reference frequency,
. This ratio is related to the Hubble constant, H , and the spacetime expansion factor, R, as
where G is Newton's constant, ρ m is matter with radiation density, the cosmic constant and k is the constant of integration, the sign indicating an open, flat or closed (−, 0, +) universe geometry. We refer to published formulations [7, 8] which rely on normalization using three parameters where H 0 is the current Hubble constant for the local Universe with the normalizations as
For all succeeding arguments m includes matter, cold dark matter (CDM) and radiation [9] , is all forms of dark energy and k is that portion of a universe involved with spacetime curvature. The equations commonly used are dependent upon z and derived after steps such as substitution for H 0 t, rearrangement, followed by reversing this substitution arriving at one useful example with several variations for a universe without dark energy [7, 12, 36, 44] 
where sinn is sin for k < 0 and sinh for k > 0 and light speed is c. For a flat universe with k of 0, but with inclusion of the cosmic constant, one instead uses
which must be solved numerically. Equation (3) is cast in a form not requiring integration for evaluation with data [40] 
We adapt (5) to terms of only ξ , m and k for computerized fitting for a universe without dark energy as
Only allowing freedom for the matter density and dark energy parameters, (4) becomes the flat, dark energy model, flat because k is 0 and is written in terms of m
For evaluating models allowing for matter, dark energy and spacetime curvature, the ∧ k variation, we use a relationship which must also be integrated
Detailed derivations of these are presented in Appendix A. The dark energy model is generalized using an equation of state parameter, w. This version of (7) is possible for a flat universe which we present as the flat, w model by introducing 1 + 3w as the exponent of the normalized matter-energy term; the detailed derivation is presented in Appendix B
The above is derived from considering the dynamics of pressure and density evolution in a universe; an analogous relationship with z has been presented, though the cosmic constant term is modified [12, 36, 44] . We derive models of historic importance from a few of the above relationships, remembering that z = (1/ξ ) − 1. The Hubble relationship is now
and the empty universe as applied to nearby SNe [35] 
For a flat universe with plenty of matter we can use (7) by replacing m with 1 and after integration we are left with a wonderfully simple, relationship
which we designate the E-DS, m model, for a universe with m = 1. Allowing that distant SNe Ia and galaxy emitters are more blue than current SNe [40] the relationship for microscopic atomic-photon interactions necessarily becomes =şt 0 ν, whereş is a tiny new fundamental constant with units of energy and t 0 is the absolute time from singularity. This suggests the atomic emission frequency is dependent on the local, absolute time as calculated from singularity and the Hubble time may be used as an approximation. Slight variations in emission frequencies due to variations in local time are masked from detection by being but tiny differences of the very large value for the local absolute time and the Heisenberg Uncertainty. We estimate the energy constantş to be of the order 10 −44 ergs and being incredibly small an exact value may elude better definition for decades to come, being dependent upon more exact values of the Universe age and SNe Ia [40] . Such a small energy constant allows the Planck constant to remain nearly invariant at present, but to slowly decrease with lookback time as observed with SNe Ia.
It is interesting to trace this new relationship back to singularity, for approaching this the Heisenberg Uncertainty diminishes and becomes a certainty at singularity. Logic might demand the reverse also be required; singularity cannot coexist with any uncertainty. So singularity would have appeared as a point-certainty to a god-like observer about 14.5 billion years ago. The contraction of the Heisenberg Uncertainty also means the Planck length near singularity was smaller than current thought suggests, allowing more freedom of thought for those interested in the first moments of the Universe. These ideas are consistent with the notion that the exact value of the Planck constant is immaterial [17] .
Since neitherş nor t 0 are known to within 10% or greater, [40] , and we have not a clue of the initial, allowed photon frequencies, we suggest the following relationship to correct for frequency increase with increasing lookback time with only a single unknown [40] 
Here U is a unitless constant and D L (ν) is that portion of the distance expansion due to the absolute time-dependence of emission. Since this weak effect is time-dependent we neglect terms to correct for the effects of matter on time because these have been reported as negligible [27] . If U is large D L (ν) is small, which is consistent with a very small and extremely gradual change in emission frequencies in our epoch. We refer to the linear combination of (6) and (13) as the ν model and suggest this accounts for the total frequency decline observed from distant emitters, where D FRW is the distance associated with Hubble expansion and D tot the total expansion distance observed
We find the standard FRW model without the cosmic constant, but in linear combination with the correction for emission bluing, fits the data as well as the current standard model, as judged using the Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC). Both models fit the SNe Ia data better with a local Hubble constant from 62.3 to 67 km s −1 Mpc −1 rather than the larger H 0 of 72 of the Freedman group [18] . The details of our analytical techniques are presented in Appendix C.
Results
We present the results of calculations using with the most recent and largest SNe Ia data set yet, 192 pairs as reported on-line [12, 36, 44] . The actual luminary distances and geometric errors are extracted from the log data and log errors. We first examine 44 SNe Ia with ξ > 0.90 to estimate the local Hubble constant. These are the most important data because of the small errors about D L with the results and estimates for goodness of fit from GaussNewton routines given in Table 1 . The three historic models are fit with one free parameter (FP) allowing only H 0 to vary; we allow both H 0 and m to vary for the flat model; both H 0 and U to vary for the ν m model. The fits were good but not excellent as judged by χ 2 /(N − F P ) near 1.35 but far from unity [30] . All fits yield values for H 0 slightly greater than recently (62.3 km s −1 Mpc −1 ) published [38] but smaller than the result (72) of the Freedman group [18] . Among the historic models the empty universe fit best and the Hubble and E-DS models yield similar H 0 and χ 2 . The good fit for the ν m model is deceiving, for the routine allows U to become incredibly large and unimportant, so the ν m model mimics the empty universe. The flat fit is also deceiving because m is allowed to vary, becoming negligible and hence another variation of the empty universe model, but filled with dark energy. We note the best values for the Hubble constant-in the mid 60s-will return again as the best values using all the data with more advanced models. Clearly data for ξ 0.90 are necessary to discriminate between simple and sophisticated universes and most simple model fits prefer an empty universe. We examine all 192 data pairs (Table 2 ) allowing one FP; the χ 2 are larger than reported by Astier et al. [1] , the results of fitting the data directly, not as log(values) and because of this our robust calculations also place greater reliance on data from recent SNe. We examine both the dark energy and blue light models taking H 0 in steps of 1, from 72 to 62.3 km s −1 Mpc −1 . All of these fits exhibit low χ 2 with χ 2 /(N − 1) well below the value of 1.35 and should be considered good [30] . The dark energy model for a nearly flat universe ( m + + k = 1) with an H 0 of 67 fit the data best with a fixed, normalized matter density of 0.27 and a slightly open universe ( k = −0.003). When m is allowed to float ( m + = 1 and k = 0) at this Hubble constant the matter density declines to 0.23; both values for m are within the current range popular with many astronomers. When a Hubble constant of 62.3 is used with the flat, dark energy model the surprising result for m of 0.48 is found but with a small error of 0.03; an error similar to other reports [1] . We also examine a universe fixing m at the popular value of 0.27, H 0 at 62.3 km s −1 Mpc −1 and allow the combination of ∧ and k to vary as one FP. Under these restraints the model fit well, though ∧ is reduced from the value of 0.73 to 0.53 and k is a significant 0.20. For the ν m model we use m + k = 1, allow freedom only for U and examine solutions with m fixed in 0.01 steps, between 0.01 and 0.30. This is necessary because the two terms discourage meaningful examination with only 1 FP, unless this is H 0 . While the goodness of fit is better for the flat model towards high matter densities, the reverse is true for the ν m model where the best fit is observed at m = 0.07. The values for U of 715 is reasonable since a U up to 10 6 is within the range of detection using lookback data [41] . Unfortunately, the error for U is large since this constant appears as a fractional exponent in the solution, compounding the effect of being a weak addition on top of the strong redshift due to Universe expansion. This large error is also evidence that fit minima with one [38] and Freedman et al. [18] . We suggest the large BIC between the two models and the two ν m models are primarily due to the requirement that m and k remain fixed for single parameter fits of the ν m models. We also note the larger value for the Hubble constant (72) did not yield very good fits with any model.
We next examine three interesting models allowing two FP, m and w for the flat, w model ( m + = 1), and k for the k model ( m + + k = 1), and the k and U for the ν k model ( m + k = 1), with results in Table 3 . All models fit the data quite well as judged by χ 2 /(N − 2) values and with differences in BIC being less than 6 there is no reason for model rejection by statistics. While the flat, w model fit best, the free parameter w is found far removed from the default value of −1 and the matter density falls towards the low value expected of a model rich in dark energy or spacetime density. The models fit the data no better than allowing only 1 FP and not significantly better than the ν k models as judged by χ 2 and BIC. The k model remains nearly flat with k of ≈0.00 despite the extra FP. We find the k model interesting because m increases drastically to 0.53 and decreases to 0.47 when a H 0 of 62.3 is used and the errors for both m and become large (results not presented). Even with Hubble constant of 67, yielding the best fits, the residuals about the values for the matter and dark energy densities are rather large. The goodness of fit is better at lower matter density for the ν k model than the models. The ν k model, now with genuine 2 FP, fits the data well with small error about m and a reasonable U between 7 and 19. In a separate evaluation of the ν k model we fixed m at 0.20, with m + k = 1, allowing H 0 and U to be the two FP. With a χ 2 of 244.7, H 0 was calculated as 62.2 ± 2.1 km s −1 Mpc −1 with U of 1804; H 0 is close to that of Sandage and coworkers [38] .
A trace of the flat, w model is shown in Fig. 1 being moved more towards frequency decline compared with the other two traces. With so much data and such large errors it seems impossible to prefer one model over another by visual examination of this plot. Figure 2 presents the calculated residuals for the ν k and the k models with 2 FP from Fig. 1 . These appear almost interchangeable with the residuals from the most recent SNe Ia tightly concentrated about the best fit towards the right side of the plots, but widening drastically with increasing z. k , and right, ν k . Note the data exhibiting small residuals are located toward small z and the standard errors for some data at large z may be more than a billion years
Discussion
We present useful relationships for modeling the expanding universe in terms of distances and emission frequency decline with the FRW conditions, allowing continuous solutions that include terms about z ≈ 1 (≈5-6 Gyears ago). Though using the cosmic constant with a simple equation of state (w = −1) and a flat universe is currently popular, other models are worth considering. For instance, one model conveniently folds the Hubble expansion into General Relativity with the benefit of correctly predicting important properties of our Universe [4] . This model straightforwardly predicts a cold dark matter (CDM)-free, TullyFisher relationship [6, 22] . The best solution with earlier published SNe Ia data and that model is found at low matter density ( m = 0.021) so does not require CDM or even dark energy [23, 30] but does conform nicely to some historical measurements of m below 0.05 [16] and to recent estimates of low baryonic density from the big bang nucleosynthesis [5] . The best fits for the models considered here might also suggest that CDM and dark energy are not terribly important and that our Universe consists mainly of spacetime.
The general tendency of models are to remain flat and predict high matter density while the tendency of the blue emission, ν, model is to hedge towards an empty universe with plenty of curved spacetime. This tendency of the models may be an artifact of mathematics because models depending on significant dark energy display discontinuities at low matter densities [31] and the effect is propagated towards lower matter densities considered here. Models allowing a slight variation of the Planck constant fit current SNe Ia data at least as well, considering χ Because χ 2 /(N − 2) and BIC are similar between models when fit using two FP, we think detection of significant differences will require another two hundred SNe data pairs, but only if the S/N ratio can be increased 3-fold. This will require a 10-fold increase in observational time for each SN, but if obtained, the BIC between models may increase to about 12, which should be considered significant. The collection of more SNe Ia data as a test of the ν model might also be our best opportunity for checking the fundamental nature of the Planck constant and someday allow an accurate estimate of t 0 , U and questions of the hyperfine constant [3] . Benchtop measurements of the Planck constant are ongoing but do not seem accurate or precise enough to record such a tiny drift as predicted here [37] . A recent monograph presents another 10 constants of interest, some which might be investigated using SNe Ia data [28] . Using D L and z rather than enormous energies may be the best method for finding deeper components for some of these values.
The models examined also differ in physics. The model does not correlate very well with calculated energy from microscopic vacuum fluctuations and is far removed from concordance with Newton's G [8] . Dark energy seems a case for physics operating only on galactic dimensions but not atomic scales, which may be true but difficult to test on earth and also demands more fundamental thought. On the other hand, blue emissions have been observed from both exploding SNe Ia and associated galaxies and may be a general effect [15] and the expected value for U is within observation when gauged against the Universe age and first star emission [41] . Such small bluing would also not affect the physics of recombination after singularity, only the timing of this event with respect to the present epoch; of practical importance for those studying galaxy and star formation. The most realistic models, here and by others [23] are found to include a significant contribution from spacetime-curvature, k . We interpret this first to mean we are a long time removed from the epoch of critical mass density, m ≈ 1, and then to mean this parameter indicates contributions both from spacetime, which is obviously enormous, and curvature, which seems tiny.
Appendix A
We will briefly derive the dependence of luminar distances on the frequency ratio from the conditions of the FRW model. The first derivative of the frequency ratio with respect to time is related to the redshift increase byξ
This allows us to write the Friedmann relationships in a straightforward manner as
It is convenient to introduce the normalized matter, vacuum energy and spacetime curvature from (16) into (15), to derive a relationship with these three constants and the local Hubble constantξ
We now introduce the parameter τ for H 0 /ξ into (17) to yield
Then solving for dτ we find
A Einstein-DeSitter universe (E-DS) may be solved by letting = 0, and m + k = 1. We refer the reader to [32] for substitutions on the left-hand side of (19) , and by dropping the middle term in the denominator leads us to a relationship for a universe without dark energy
Both sides can be integrated from the past to the present because we have separated distance from ξ H 0 R 0
Integration of the left-hand side of (21) leaves us with an analytical term and the right-hand side can also be solved. We continue by using y = 
When this integral is evaluated from m ξ + k to 1 we derive the analytical solution for the E-DS universe in terms of the ξ, m and k
We now reverse the substitutions of the left-hand side using the astronomical relation
then by substituting for D M /ξ with D L , introducing c for the speed of light and using the relationship of arctanh(a) − arctanh(b) = arctanh(1/a) − arctanh(1/b) to invert some of the terms we arrive at a very useful formula
Unfortunately, the relationship including the cosmic constant cannot be solved analytically and we shall proceed from (19) to a form which may be integrated by computer, so we reintroduce the term including the cosmic constant
and integrate both sides for distance and frequency ratio to the present
This time we can only integrate the left-hand side of the equation
By substituting again for R 0 r 1 and then again for D M and inserting c for light speed we arrive at
which we refer to as the k model. The absolute value for k is always used for calculations; convenient because this parameter is sometimes allowed to vary during computerized fits.
Appendix B
We begin with two equations of state from [32, 5.15 and 5.17] , describing our Universe
Here ρ is the density of material items and 3p the current Universe pressure with the other symbols as previously introduced. For the general situation both variables include contributions from normal matter, radiation and cold dark matter (though CDM supposedly adds to the density but perhaps not the pressure?). We then take the derivative of the first equation with respect to time and use the result to eliminateä and arrive at the following relationshiṗ
We presume pressure a simple, linear function of density, with p = wρ, and we proceed attempting a solution in terms of ξ and D L beginning with simple substitutionṡ
and we designate ρ 0 to be the present value of all densities, combined. Since the Universe consists of different species of matter and energies, the density consists of several components [26] which may be collected as
These are defined in a normalized manner for the more well-known varieties of matter and energy as
and as we recast the FRW relationship, using this normalization, we shall begin with
where w i are the various linear relationships between densities. When we substitute τ for H 0 /a we can simplify this equation slightly with the normalization between terms as given below
We introduce the frequency decline being directly proportional to spacetime expansion, in terms of τ and this normalization becomes
and with rearrangement we reintroduce w dτ = dξ
We simplify the situation by limiting the solution to the sum of common and CDM, ignoring the miniscule contribution of radiation leading to 
This is the our (9) with results in Table 3 .
Appendix C
Luminar distances, D L in terms of Mpc, are calculated from the distance moduli using the formula
We employ distances and geometric errors of the distances, here termed errors, for curve fitting calculated from the log-log data available on-line [12, 36, 44] . These are highly dependent on absolute distances measured from nearby Cepheid variable stars; internal selfconsistency is claimed. The largest portions of Cepheid distance errors are thought systematic [38] .
Robust, non-linear least squared fitting is used with all 192 SNe Ia data pairs back to ξ of 0.363. In separate calculations, 44 data pairs with values for ξ > 0.90 are used with the Gauss-Newton method; the "Hubble" portion of the curves. The best fits from the lowest χ 2 values calculated using the common relationship [43] For model comparisons we apply the Bayesian information criteria (BIC) formulated as
according to [39] where L is the maximum likelihood, k the number of parameters fit and N the number of data pairs. When the errors are presumed Gaussian this criteria becomes
where SSE is the sum of squared errors calculated from curve-fitting. The BIC is useful to compare fits when different number of parameters are evaluated and the lower the BIC the better the model. We present our BI C as relative values.
